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Abstract: ICT, internet and cloud have added to the real world a complementary, virtual one, where day by day applications including services connected to education, business world, management, informatics, medicine etc. are continuously developed. This paper tries to be a systematic literature review summarizing some relevant researches focused on cloud utilization in the education domain and pointing out connected issues. Each learning environment depends on the requirements of the study program and with the help of cloud software there are numerous advantages that can be obtain which will be covered. A number of 80 papers have been analysed in the current literature review. The resulted conceptual framework highlights the opportunity, the specific technological components, the application areas, quality, performance and security as well as other specific issues that may arise. An overview on cloud computing, cloud learning methods and services, the benefits of using cloud learning as well as the mentioning of the necessary software tools is here included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For several years cloud computing, has been transforming the IT environment, managing to change the mentality of users by making the software products more attractive than hardware products. Big parts of hardware solutions have been replaced by software applications, mainly because of lower expenses. The cloud environment has become important because of the motivation to improve data processing and storage resources to be done more efficiently, being cost-effective and offering multiple resources [12]. There is a high importance for the costs of businesses to be reduced and the work productivity to improve. Cloud technology is a key figure in Europe and in 2009 has been founded a department to look over this technology: The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) which is the centre of cyber security in Europe. ENISA provided cloud security risk assessments, analysis of security parameters in cloud and created a cloud security and resilience expert group which presented in UE overviews of cloud adoptions in public sectors [8].

The cloud learning environment has been adopted in UE because it offers benefits like: lower costs, data security and accessibility of products from every corner of the world. It is influential in people’s lives, offering services and applications that have access to worldwide knowledge and online trainings. In 2016 there was an increase in using cloud technologies like the usage of cloud-based files and sharing-presentation applications from 20% to 49%, and virtual meetings from 65% to 79 % [13]. For example, with the help of cloud learning products Northern European countries are favouring constructivist pedagogy. UNESCO is encouraging the use of cloud resources because it can help the digital educational world and the learning styles can evolve [30]. The present research, collects and investigates a part of the relevant studies conducted until present times regarding cloud learning environment and tools. In recent days’ students and teachers are driving the online learning education, working together and learning together hence it is becoming imperative to learn online. Anything that is stored on-line it belongs to cloud environment. This paper synthesizes relevant researches focusing on
cloud influence in education and the tools that are used for high level performance for non-contact education. There are necessary software and hardware tools that are used in the implementation of cloud learning that will be covered. Conceptual framework highlights the opportunity, the specific technological components, the application areas, quality, performance and security as well as other specific issues that may arise.

It is also offered an overview over cloud computing and cloud learning including methods and tools that were used. Afterwards the benefits and issues of implementing cloud learning are addressed. From the cloud learning domain, 2 main subdomains: eLearning and iLearning are analysed. There will be presented some systematic analyses and there will be identified ideas that are relevant in cloud education.

The study has been conducted on over 80 papers identified and analyzed, filtered by criteria’s such as: relevance to the subject, the covered subdomains and number of citations. A number of 40 papers have been preserved which were divided in subdomains as: cloud computing, cloud learning technologies and specific tools used. The benefits and issues encountered when implementing cloud learning, eLearning, iLearning and other virtualized learning systems were also followed.

### 2. BACKGROUND

In the 21st century, students and teachers can’t be restricted to traditional teaching and learning methods. The classical mode of teaching is not supported by all the types of learners. Making the physical presence in class mandatory should be reconsidered and reanalyzed. In present times students depend and resonate with technology almost every day so why not use it in the advantage of learning.

With the implementation of cloud products in the learning environment the students experience will change regarding to study and gaining knowledge on new ideas.

A grow in the cloud computing environment was predicted and there was an estimate that the usage of cloud software has grown over 6 times from 2013 until present [1].

Figure 1 represents the processes that form cloud learning and their usage in influential domains. The main focus of this paper will be on the methods of cloud learning and their components, distribution models and applications. The virtual environment learning methods are eLearning, iLearning, mLearning and the distribution models that supports them are IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service). All of these features from picture 1 will be presented in more details in the following rows.

Education is the most influenced by cloud learning because it is growing learners into fully qualified specialists every year, and as it can be seen in figure 1 all the other domains are benefiting from this.

Cloud services could be used more often in the medicine domain, for example by storing patients’ data on the cloud software. Also, resources and information about different
operations can be stored on the cloud and can be accessed by doctors [5].

In the informatics domains, cloud learning is well spread with some of the technologies covered in this paper and the other domains will have to import these features.

The automotive field has implemented features of cloud computing by storing technical information on the cloud with different services. Also, a lot of vehicles are gaining traffic information from the cloud environment [2].

In the management and business field cloud has been introduced with different concepts like cloud management or quality cloud management or even with the technique identity management as a service (IDaaS). This domain is very familiar with the cloud technologies and has embraced them [25].

2.1 Distribution Models

Presented in figure 1, the distribution models, in this paper can be considered as tools that are used when implementing cloud products and cloud education: SAAS, PAAS, and IAAS.

Software as a service (SAAS) it is referring to a software licensing model where software is licensed on a subscription and is centrally hosted being accessed by users via a web browser [18].

Platform as a service (PAAS) makes available to users a platform where there can develop, run and manage applications without the expensive of hardware components and infrastructure [21].

Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) is the delivery of the network infrastructure, servers, storage and the software from these resources into a service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution models (Tools)</th>
<th>SAAS</th>
<th>PAAS</th>
<th>IAAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Software as a service</td>
<td>Platform as a service</td>
<td>Infrastructure as a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services offered</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Productivity tools</td>
<td>Development of applications</td>
<td>Servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management of databases</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 1 we can observe the main services that are offered by the 3 distribution models. Services like email, security, servers and network are used daily indirectly or directly by any user with an internet connectivity, so it can be assumed that the usage of the learning methods will be the same.

Big companies like Microsoft, Google are developing platforms for education with the help of cloud learning.

For example Microsoft has developed office 365 for education, web apps and exchange hosted services.

Google apps have provided the email, calendar and documents for collaborative study. Also chromebooks are developed for education and also the app google play for education [7]

2.2 Cloud learning methods

Cloud learning is influenced by the 3 learning methods: eLearning, iLearning and mLearning which come in the support of students, teachers or employees that simply want to learn something on-line.

Cisco systems, the first leaders in developing internet and networking technologies that changed the way peoples work, interact and live, were the first ones focusing on eLearning in the 1990’s [14].

eLearning is short for electronic learning and can be described as the use of web-based technology tools and enables the form of distance and non-contact education. eLearning promotes face to face education, distance education and facilitates the education content [10].

Another definition can be that elearning is an internet-based learning process that will improve the efficiency of education [3]. eLearning represents the access to trainings and information or any type of electronic resources from cloud environments and these facilities are used very often in different companies that want their employs to increase performance at work and to get new knowledge.
eLearning helps the user obtain new searching abilities and concentrate on learning objectives. Weller listed a couple of eLearning pedagogies:

- Constructivism
- Resource based learning
- Collaborative learning
- Problem based learning
- Situated learning

Narrative based teaching [28]

eLearning offers a virtual environment learning that it belongs to an organization and is available on an intranet/extranet network that is available only for the employees of that specific company.

iLearning has the same principles and concepts as eLearning. It is short from internet-based learning and it can be defined as a process of searching data online and the learner stores the information found and will use that information [9].

iLearning experience is different from eLearning experience because the user must enrol on a website that will offer courses, trainings and videos and will have professional guidance, basically doing an online schooling. On the other hand, eLearning includes self-motivation and self-education and dedication [10].

mLearning refers to mobile learning and is focusing on using mobile technology for learning purposes. It is a new technology and it allows people that have a smartphone/tablet/laptop and an internet connection to obtain learning materials. People using this technology are just downloading the documents needed and can share them by email or other chatting applications to different colleagues or teachers. mLearning is taking part in the mass adoption of mobile devices in the last years by influencing people lives and helping them gain knowledge and documentations.

mLearning has managed to eliminate geographic boundaries because the learning materials and documents are shared all over the world [18]. Also with mLearning students can expand different topics or discussions from school in their free time with their colleagues and friends and so creating a social constructivism [23].

3. RESEARCH RESULTS

3.1 Cloud computing

Cloud computing has different definitions from different sources and in a short description it can deliver hosted services over the internet. In addition, it can be categorized piece by piece. For example, we can call cloud the software and data center the hardware. If there is available a service on the internet that should be paid for usage it can be called a public cloud. The service that is sold can be called utility computing. If there is a business or organization with data center infrastructure that is not available to public, then it should be named private cloud [4].

In the IT industry, the changes that will come will put a lot of pressure on the budget of the organisations hence cloud services could provide opportunities at affordable costs [18]. Cloud computing holds the potential of solving some of the ICT problems in domains like education, medicine economics and many more [28].

The documentation, the information and all the data that is used in the learning environments on line are stored on the cloud computing.

Cloud computing can be described as delivering services over the internet [15]. Many of this services that are hosted on cloud are related to education and there are a lot of databases containing educational information’s. The services provided by cloud environment will improve delivery and content to the education field [27]. Hence the education field is spreading rapidly on the cloud environment and this has been observed with the appearance of eLearning, iLearning, mLearning and cloud learning.

There will be a couple of benefits with the transition to cloud environment and cloud learning. For customers who have switched to the cloud environment they will receive software products to cope with their operating environment tools. The advantage of the cloud products is that customer will receive frequently software updates and bug fixes so that there will be no business impact on the working environments. There are suggested a couple of directions that will be taken in the cloud field.
For example, if there are software products implemented on major business applications, like support or marketing or even sales, that will be defined as an enterprise computing in the cloud. The second example is in the direction of infrastructure where cloud environment has taken over a big part of the data center. Also, the hosting environment has been gaining ground because a lot of big companies like amazon.com or google are investing and focusing on this software. The last example is the cloud operating system where in the future the entire user-interface will be on web browser page, where there will be applications, folders, and icons, all there is on a familiar pc/laptop desktop [9].

3.2 Cloud learning
The concept of learning can be defined as changing people’s behaviour and lives [22]. With the help of cloud computing technology, the cloud learning environment appeared, or it can be named the distance learning experience that brings new concepts, resources and opportunities. Cloud learning can be looked as a replacement or more like a supplement of traditional teaching practices. It can be defined as a non-contact education or self-education of the user which can establish connections, interactions and sharing in a cloud learning environment. The users that attends cloud learning can meet their personal needs or the employer’s needs because many corporates have opted for this technology in the last years [6]. Cloud learning environment can be described as a learning institute that has learning services and information stored on the cloud [17]. It needs to be available in different languages and fulfil all requirements of the customers when using this software knowledge technology. On-line learning is becoming more popular, and there are predictions that this trend will be delivered by at least 50% on all classes by the year 2019. National Student Clearinghouse Research Centre is stating that in the US between years 2012 and 2013 there was an increase by 23% of the institutes that launched e-learning platforms. Furthermore, in 2015 23% of students stated that if their programs will not be available on-line they will not pursue a degree. Udemy is an on-line learning platform for students, and they stated that 13million people choose to study development and 8.5 to study business. Most students think that on-line learning is better than traditional classroom experience [37].

3.3 Learning methods
People are changing and adapting to technologies that are using to communicate, to work and to study with. Devices that are connected to the internet can be a source of education. Also, the teachers that are trying to learn students have evolved by embracing technology and using projectors, online courses, laptops and intelligent boards [22]. In the past we had only teachers that where holding courses and trainings but with the help of technology new learning methods have been created, like eLearning, iLearning, mLearning which in many times do not need a presenter. All this new learning technologies can be considered as non-contact education because people that use them are having contact only with a laptop/pc/mobile phone and are not interacting with a person. These learning management systems are used by academic institutions for delivering distance learning programs [12].

Cloud learning is an online learning technology that is described as education only through the web with no physical learning materials. There could be used some learning resources like lecture notes, podcasts or video casts to help and to decrease the time spend by students when learning through the cloud environment [24].

3.4 Teaching-learning-examination processes
Teaching with the help of cloud computing could be an enormous progress in the relationship of teacher/ learner/ student. Teaching in cloud learning can be described from simply putting on the website (database, server): text, content, media, video, to interactive content so that it can be used by the learner/student. To this resources are added the classical teaching skills for the interaction of teacher/student.
With the implementation of ICT technology in the process of teaching it can be determined a critical need for the teacher/trainer to have specific trainings with the cloud learning methods.

In order to fulfill this expectations, would be better if the teachers/trainer could enroll into a program and complete an application with their educational background, knowledge of cloud learning methods and subject matter level they were teaching. Also the teacher/learner that will present the materials to students/learners must be able to offer high quality when presenting the materials and be a good pedagogical communicator [24].

There is no doubt that using virtual teachers/trainers in cloud learning is a plus because of the knowledge and the explanations they could bring on different topics. The process of teaching learning can obtain something creative, for example complex games to make teaching more likeable, more interesting and with a higher impact on students/learners [33].

4. LEARNING DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Learning environments

Using eLearning as a part of a learning program comes with a couple of benefits:

- Using technology to facilitate learning like simulations that support explanation of theories
- Websites that provide course information to students, on-line courses
- Accessing materials directly from home or other place if there is available an internet connectivity
- Communication tools that facilitate teacher-student interaction or student-student interaction: emails, forums, chats [23]

Other methods that are helping the cloud learning environment are iLearning and mLearning.

iLearning is referring to an enrolment in a schooling program that is taken online that offers videos and communication programs. This learning style is ideal to people who need guidance in understanding better the information and sometimes an expert teacher will offer guidance [35].

mLearning refers to mobile learning and accessing the cloud content from devices like mobile phones or tablets. This technology is expanding in present because people resonate to a more affordable technology that is used every day [8]. People are depending on their smartphone and tablets and mLearning is the easy way to obtain information and knowledge with different courses.

In table 2 are presented the platforms supported by the cloud learning methods and also the benefits they bring.

As it can be observed in table 2 every distribution model comes with different platforms, benefits and could encountering a couple of issues when implemented. This paper has highlighted a couple of issues that will be described more deeply in the following subchapter 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Cloud learning methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eLearning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Cloud learning issues

There are a couple of issues encountered when implementing the presented cloud learning methods, applications and technologies.

When implementing a cloud learning environment for effective teaching and learning, it must be considered the needs of teachers and students, aspects like the number of required computers, the mandatory connectivity to the internet, and the security of the connections when accessing cloud environments.
Cultural aspects should be discussed with the interaction of males and females and cultural sensitivities must be taken in consideration. Another concern that must be addressed is the likeliness of trust of the material provided and the reputation of the person that is teaching the material is important [11].

Some questions need to be asked when implementing cloud learning. Does tablets and phones offer a learning experience as good as the one in a classroom with the presence of a teacher? Will students and attendees to elearning courses or ilearning courses be attention to the course as in a school with the presence of a teacher?

What does a personal learning environment from home look like? Is it suitable for learning? Will the cloud learning experience give students/learners the opportunity to obtain the skills and knowledge needed in the work field? And finally an issue that could appear is the lack of communication between teachers and students because the interaction from abnormal class will be missed by both parties [9]

5. CONCLUSIONS
Cloud learning is helping and emerging as a useful resource in education, influencing and helping the main fields of the world economy. With the help of cloud learning the definition of studying can be changed to a more attractive way, with different types of interaction with teachers/students from any place on the planet. It can be considered that the learning experience will be improved consistently in the years to come as this method is just at the beginning. Also, people will need to be prepared to invest in this learning technologies because a couple of them will come with a cost if they are not supported by an institution or business company.

On the other hand, by using the power of the cloud learning technologies, students and teacher will be able to use the tools they need in a limited amount of time with no costs and from different locations.

The main purpose of this paper was to identify and analyze major challenges for cloud learning and the learning methods: elearning, ilearning, mlearning.

Delivery of education carries great potential, but it must be done in awareness of challenges with the right infrastructure and cost effective. A couple of issues were identified that might be encountered when implementing cloud learning: teaching and learning activities, cultural aspects, cost effective, lack of communication.

Future research is needed to answer and analyze this questions after the cloud learning methods will be implemented on a large scale in the near future.
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